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APPENDICES
THE PORTRAIT OF SOCIAL STRATIFICATION
TOWARDS THE MAIN CHARACTER IN MARK TWAIN’S
THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER NOVEL

A. Social Stratification Portrayed the Main Character
No

Quotes

1.

“They have to do that all on their Monologue 2

“Social stratification is how different The classes here are commonly dominating

own, I’m afraid. But, they only

dimensions of inequality economic,

between upper and lower class, in the lower

politic, individual background and

class usually consists of unskilled workers,

social combine together to form

their income is relatively lower so they are

isn’t too much trouble.”

complex structures of inequality of

unable to save. They would try to meet

“You can’t be telling me the

entire categories of people who are

immediate needs rather than to meet future

arranged hierarchically and have

needs. They have a low education and

different degrees of access to desired

recipients of government welfare funds. When

resources

economic background of people is in the stable

have one dress each, so there

truth?” Edward looked shocked
again.

Forms

Page

Reference

Comment

(jobs,

education)

and

2

Young Tom did not have the

rewards (good health, general well-

condition, people will be able to afford a good

same restful sleep. He slept

being).”

education as well.

wrapped in rags. His mother

(Dasgupta 4)

worried how she would find the
money to feed this child. She
loved Tom dearly and was
happy to have him, but she
feared life would be hard for the
poor people little babe. She
could barely afford food for her
other

children.

Mrs.

Canty

kissed Tom’s forehead and
wished him pleasant dreams.
2.

“Several years passed. Edward Monologue 2
was surrounded by riches and

“Social stratification which means Here the wealth is portrayed from the clothes
from Prof Phillip is usually defined by of someone used. From the quote of the novel,
wealth and occupation of individuals author emphasizes the process of how

jewels. While Tom had very
little to call his own. As matter

in society” (Schwadel 3)

stratification occurs. The story tells when Tom
and Edward meet by chance, they decide to

3

of fact. All of England wanted
this little boy. People cheered in

change clothes and see how the other half lives.
Suddenly, they are separated before they can
change their clothes back, they are trapped in

the streets when he was born.
Strangers hugged each other and
wept tears of joy. There was

each other place. Edward was a prince of the
royal descendants who had great power, in an
instant when he exchanged clothes with Tom
Canty, because Tom obeyed of Edward request

music and dancing, parties and

to feel how it was to dress like Tom. This story

parades. Everyone especially

tells that one's judgement was only addressed

King Henry wished for a boy.”

through his physical, individual just seen from
someone else is from their cover or cloths.

.

That's how the stratification arises in the novel.
The characteristics of social stratification in the
society are mentioned at the beginning as the
layer of society existed since humans knew
about life in society or togetherness, because
humans cannot live alone and individually

4

3.

“As Tom read more about the Dialogue

6

Social class is rooted in social Tom, who is only a child from an ordinary

elegant lives of kings and

stratification. The social class usually family and lower class depicted as wearing

prince, he began to notice how

defined by wealth and occupation of clothes that are not feasible and adequate. While

shabby his own cloths were. He

individuals

came

not

hierarchical social categories are comparing their levels, they are far different and

everyone went to bed hungry

grouped into three layers, it common certainly have something to be proud of. For

each night. There were some

being upper, middle, and lower class. anyone who has something that is valued in

people who didn’t have to beg

Without stratification, there are no more numbers than others, then he will also be

on the streets for small scraps of

social classes. Because of social class considered as someone who have a high status

food. He still played with his

is often understood as a relational in society. for those who only have smaller

friends and enjoyed himself, but

concept (Schwadel, 3).

to

realize

that

something had changed. While
he used to enjoy playing in the
mud and water of the river
Thames, Tom now used this
time to wash and clean himself.
He was slowly trying to change,
he wanted to be more like the

in

society.

The in other position out there for examples in

quantity of something to be proud of, they will
considered to have a lower status in society.

5

people in the stories Father
Andrew told him.”
4.

Edward looked at Tom in his Dialogue

19

“Social class is rooted in social In people's lives there is usually a difference in

rags. “if only I could wear your

stratification. The social class usually status between one person and another,

clothes and enjoy your life for

defined by wealth and occupation of between groups of one another. There are those

one day, nothing would make me

individuals

happier.”

in

hierarchical social categories are those who have the lowest status in people's

amazement. “sir if I could wear

grouped into three layers, it common lives, so that they are seen from the form, as if

your robes dan clothes but once.

being upper, middle, and lower class. the status of humans in society is layered from

I would never ask for another

Without stratification, there are no top to bottom. According to the concept of

thing.” Then let us do it! The

social classes. because of social class social status, that in certain groups of people

prince stood up. “let’s change

is often understood as a relational there must be some people who are more

our clothes. Perhaps it will only

concept” (Schwadel 3).

Tom

stared

in

society.

The who have high social status and there are also

respected than others, economic status and

be for a few moments, but that

hereditary factors are usually very closely

should be long enough!”

related in the relationship of people's lives.
When people are in good fortune and
occupation, they have a lot of friendliness and
appreciation from others, but sometimes

6

people are in a bad position. Here the wealth is
from the clothes of someone used. Here the
author emphasizes the process of how
stratification occurs. Although Edward was a
prince of the royal descendants who had great
power, in an instant when he changed clothes
with clothes worn by Tom Canty only because
he initially obeyed what was one of Tom's
requests to feel how it was to dress like clothes,
someone would logically can tell which face is
the real prince and which one is Tom Canty. In
the end the story was described that one's
assessment was only addressed through his
physical, someone in view of what he was
wearing. That's how the stratification arises.

7

5.

“Tom approached the gates Monologue 6

“Social stratification which means

slowly. He was very aware of

from Prof Phillip is usually defined by stratification in society are mentioned at the

the rags he was wearing and the

wealth and occupation of individuals outset of their meanings that at the beginning

dirt on his face. He knew that he

in society” (Schwadel 3).

stood out from the rest of the

The effects of economic dependency knew about life in society or social life,
on work, defined as how much because humans cannot live alone and

crowd, but his curiosity was too
strong. One can only imagine

The characteristics of the emergence of social

the inner layer of society existed since humans

how his heart skipped a beat

individuals need their jobs to obtain individually. The description of stratification
the resources that they need (Stéphane here can be seen from a valuable thing that can

when he noticed a small group

Côté 5).

be proud of. Tom, who is only a child from an

inside the grounds. At the center

ordinary family, is depicted as wearing clothes

of the group was a young boy

that are not feasible and inadequate, while in

wearing satins and silks, with a

other positions out there, people who are used

jeweled sword at his side. Tom

as examples in comparing their levels are far

knew at one that this was the

different and certainly have something to be

prince. At long last, it was

proud of. As stated by Petirim A. Sorokin, that

Prince Edward in the flesh.!”

a multilayered system is a permanent and
common feature in every society. For anyone
who has something that is valued or proud in

8

more numbers than others, then he will also be
considered to have a high status in society. And
vice versa, for those who only have a smaller
quantity of something to be proud of, they will
be considered to have a lower status in society.
6.

“I must say, Tom.” Edward Dialogue

10

“Social class is usually seen by the The meaning of social stratification is the

added. “You speak very well.

wealth, education, and occupation. differentiation of population or society into

Have you been to school?” “no.”

The education view is about the classes in stages, (hierarchically). Education is

Tom said. “but one of my

education level. The lower of the important aspect in that era where better

neighbours is a priest. He taught

education level, the lower its class” education can lead to higher qualifications,

me to read and write. He even

(Wright Erik Olin 5).

which in turn education can provide access to

taught me some Latin. I don’t

the higher occupation in society. The shape of

know many words, I’m afraid,

stratification in the society is the existence of

but I’m still learning. You should

higher classes and lower classes. It is because

stick with it,” Edward said. “It

education of people becomes the important

will

aspect in social stratum.

become

easier

practice.” (Olmstead 17).

with

9

7

“One day an old priest named Monologue 5
Father Andrew moved into the

“Social class is based on a variety of Tom, who is only a child from an ordinary
criteria such as access to economic family and lower class depicted as wearing
power, the level of economic reward, clothes that are not feasible and adequate.

building. He did not have a
parish of his own anymore, so
he lived among the poor. The

the values, expectations, beliefs and While in other position out there for examples
experiences of a social group. The in comparing their levels, they are far different
increase in educational opportunities and certainly have something to be proud of.
and great economic and industrial For anyone who has something that is valued

priest often took time out of his
day to teach the Canty children
how to read and write. Mr.

developments have contributed to in more numbers than others, then he will also
this” (Hiroko Tamida, 273).

be considered as someone who have a high
status in society. for those who only have
smaller quantity of something to be proud of,

Canty thought that spending
time with books meant less time

they will considered to have a lower status in
society

10

begging in the streets, so the
children had to learn in secret.
Tom was a very interested
student. He loved the world of
books and reading. The old
priest even taught him a few
words of latin.”
8

“Tom approached the gates Monologue 10

“Social class is usually seen by the People who have certain pride in politics

slowly. He was very aware of

wealth, education, and occupation. (power), usually tend to occupy a certain layer

the rags he was wearing and the

The education view is about the on the basis of economic value. Those who are

dirt on his face. He knew that he

education level. The lower of the rich usually tend to be able to occupy important

stood out from the rest of the

education level, the lower its class” positions in government, as long as they are

crowd, but his curiosity was too

(Wright Erik Olin 5).

supported by the values that develop in the

strong. One can only imagine

society concerned, people who are rich and

how his heart skipped a beat

have high power tend to have beautiful children

when he noticed a small group

families, because poor people who do not have

11

inside the grounds. At the center

the right ownership to be proud of always know

of the group was a young boy

themselves, do not dare to get closer and indeed

wearing satins and silks, with a

should not be approached. Upper, middle, and

jeweled sword at his side. Tom

lower

knew at one that this was the

hierarchical categories of group in layers. It is

prince. At long last, it was

reflected in the novel that poor people are

Prince Edward in the flesh.!”

signed by the appearance. Tom wears rags and

class

are

representation

of

the

his body is dirty as well as a poor boy who
lives in the street, in the story.

9

“Edward

sat

quietly

for

a Monologue 18

“Social class is usually seen by the The meaning of social stratification is the

moment. “Sometimes it feel like

wealth, education, and occupation. differentiation of population or society into

I’ve spent my entire life in

The education view is about the classes in stages, (hierarchically). Education is

school. Long hours with tutors

education level. The lower of the important aspect in that era where better

every day or learning about state

education level, the lower its class” education can lead to higher qualifications,

business. They are preparing me

(Wright Erik Olin 5).

to be the king one day. There is

which in turn education can provide access to
the higher occupation in society. The shape of

12

very little time for anything

stratification in the society is the existence of

else.” He looked at Tom. “what

higher classes and lower classes. It is because

do you do when you aren’t

education of people becomes the important

school?” “well.” Tom said, “my

aspect in social stratum.

father forces me to beg in the
streets for money. He gets very
angry if I do not bring home
enough, so I worry about that a
lot.”
10

“On the same day, in different Monologue 1-2

“Because stratification which appear Beside wealth, occupation, and education

part of London, a baby boy was

in the society is defined by individual above, an individual background of someone

born to a rich family who

background that refers to unequally also influences the emergence of social

wanted him very much. His

among the occupation of different stratification. It is portrayed in the novel that

name was Edward Tudor and his

status which are wealth, power, and individual layers seen from how much power

father was the King of England.

prestige.” (Maoza 2).

and honor in their family background.

As a matter of fact, all of

According to the evidence, it tells that the most

England wanted this little boy.

striking difference between the descendants of

People cheered in the streets

a respectable person and a lowly person is the

13

when he was born. Strangers

joy of the people around in celebrating the

hugged each other and wept

presence of his baby. Prince Edward as a child

tears of joy. There was music

born of a king's son is very proud and

and

and

anticipated. The background family shows as

parades. Everyone especially

the depiction of stratification emerge in the 16s

King Henry wished for a boy.

era. The higher class has more advantages in

Although he had two older

life than those at the bottom of the ladder, the

sisters. Edward was now heir to

higher have more opportunities to thrive and

the throne. One day he would be

appreciated in social community.

the king.

Each human being born into the world is

dancing,

parties

involuntarily and allocated to social strata,
children place is usually their parent’s place at
that time. Many factors contribute to family
background which can bring to top or bottom
strata in society. Underemployment and
unemployment are included into the cause of
why parents bring their family to be
underestimated.

14

11

“A great many years ago, a baby Monologue 1-2

“Because stratification which appear Children are influenced by their family

boy was born in the city of

in the society is defined by individual members. Someone is judged by determining

London. His name was Tom

background that refers to unequally the community layers because of family

Canty. His family was very poor

among the occupation of different background. The quotation above taken from

and could not afford him” Young

status which are wealth, power, and the novel that explain about the child born into

Tom Canty did not have the

prestige.” (Maoza 2)

poor family. Tom Canty appeared as the major

same restful sleep. His fire. His

character

mother worried to feed this new

distinguished on the basis of one's ancestral

child. She loved Tom dearly and

background. Therefor it affects how people

was happy to have him, but she

views and treat others. As long as there is

feared life would be hard for the

something in the society that is valued, then it

poor little babe. She could barely

will become a seed that can foster a layered

afford

other

system in society. The goods or something that

children. Mrs. Canty kissed

is valued in the community may be in the form

Tom’s forehead and wished him

of money or objects of economic value, maybe

pleasant dreams.

also in the form of land, power, science, and

food

for

her

to

tell

that

stratification

also descendants from a respectable family.

is

15
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B. The Impact Social Stratification

No
1

Quotes

Forms

Page

Reference

Comment

6

“The positive impact in this layer of

Social stratification give the positive impact

society that is formed collectively for

for anyone to struggling their life. No matter

people of any race, religion, and caste,

what their class came from, they should have

and Bet.“ Tom paused. He

one another will surely compete for

to walk-on in their way. Tom family here is

looked to the prince and decided

how the country which is his place of

depicted as the lower class. This quote related

residence is increasingly prosperous

to the positive impact. Cause in all condition,

and fulfilled” (Michael 430).

everybody have pass through the competition

“My mother is very kind. “Tom Dialogue
replied. “so are my sisters, Nan

it was best to be honest. “ Tom
came

to

realize

that

not

everyone went to bed hungry
each night. There were some

to get better life. The implication of social
stratification

apparently

gives

the

opportunities for anyone to advance the
welfare of the society. Social stratification

people who did not have to beg

gives the impact that people must to compete.

on the streets for small scraps of

Wherever they came from, all people are

food. He still played with his

surely struggle in their live to achieve their
better condition. Tom family here is depicted

17

friends and enjoyed himself, but

as lower class in the society. Their family is
working to think how can get prosperity and

something had changed. While

sufficiency.
he used to enjoy paying in the
mud and water of the river
Thames, Tom now used this
time to wash and clean himself.
He was slowly trying to change.
He wanted to be more like the
people like Edward.

2

“Hugh cried out as they dragged Dialogue
him away. Not long after, there
was yet another happy reunion
as Tom rushed into his mother’s

143

“Increased

of

Another positive impact of social stratification

region

turned to government to increased equity. This

because of the motivation to eliminate

point may refer to the obligation for

social inequalities due to social

government or leader. From the differentiation

stratification. Social inequalities that

or stratification that happened in society, the

development

distribution
from

each

18

arms. He had so many stories to
tell her. And there was the
happy news that the new king
had given them a new home.
They would have clean clothes
and honest work. Mrs. Canty,
Nan, and Bet laughed.”
“I always knew you were
destined for great things,” Mrs.
Canty said.
“It was very kind of king
Edward to help us,” Bet said.

arise because of the impact of social

positive impact is expected to give the spirit of

stratification

of

motivation for leader to eliminate social

government,

inequalities. As the son of the king, Edward

foster

motivation

to

especially

the

the

a

spirit

responsibility

to

feel that the condition from his society is get

improve and think about equitable

any trouble. Where is that time Positive impact

development from every place even to

of social stratification give the motivation for

remote areas” (Michael 430).

leader

to

increased

distribution

of

development from each region and eliminate
social inequalities.

19

“yes, he’s very generous,” Nan
added.
Tom smiled at his family. “it’s
true,” he said.
“There is no one as kind and
generous as our good King
Edward.”

3

“One January day, Tom walked Dialogue
through the street sad and

8

“The

differences

between

those

classes causes social jealousy or envy.

Social stratification brings the negative
side for people who came from lower class.

If those things occurs repeatedly it
barefoot. There was a cold rain
and Tom did not have a coat or
umbrella. He looked into shop

can causes social conflict between
them. The social conflict that might
happen is rebellion” (Mulatsiwi 9).

Unpleasantness is often experienced by them
whose lives are difficult. Society is divided
into some grouped because of the existence of

20

windows at sandwiches, soup,

social

and

treatment

pudding.

He

wished

stratification.
and

So

views

that,
happen.

different
Social

desperately for one of those

stratification that emerge by itself since the

sandwiches. Would it not be

human is born, there would be the positive side

wonderful if he could sit in one

but also it has the negative side. Inequity

of the shops and enjoy a nice

becomes the first factors in dividing rights and

warm dinner? Poor Tom felt

obligation of the people. The rich people

quite sad that day. He went home

become richer and the poor people become

that night (wet and cold). And

poorer. In the last story tells that Edward

went directly to bed. All night his

becomes a King. Edward is now heir to the

dreams were about palaces and

throne. He feels that the condition from his

princes and huge dinners. He

society gets some trouble. He experiences it by

dreamed that he was the prince

himself after returning home and learning

21

and everything belonged to him.

many things when he changes in Tom’s

When he woke up in the morning

character. Where in that time Positive impact

and saw the poverty and dirt

of social stratification gives the motivation for

around him, Tom felt even

leader to increase distribution of development

sadder. He lay on his straw mat

from each region and eliminate social

and cried.”

inequalities. Social inequalities that arise
because of the impact of social stratification
foster a spirit of motivation to the government,
especially the responsibility to improve and
think about equitable development from every
place even to remote areas. King Edward gives
new home to Tom’s family as a gifts and the

22

government takes responsibility to look after
people who get difficult life.

4

“Tom walked through the gates Monologue 10

“The

differences

between

those Generally the desire of every person is to feel

of the city wall. In the distance,

classes causes social jealousy or envy. in a decent and pleasant life. In fact happiness

he saw a great palace. It was

If those things occurs repeatedly it is not always measured through wealth, but the

Westminster, where King Henry

can causes social conflict between one sufficient factor in supporting them is the

lived. It was also where prince

them. The social conflict that might wealth. Tom feels tired because every day

Edward lived. Tom wondered if

happen is rebellion” (Mulatsiwi 9).

being forced to beg by his own father. At that

he would have the chance to see

time he was out of the house. Until he arrived

the real prince. Tom’s eyes grew

at luxurious palace that he had never seen in his

wide with excitement. His desire

life. Then he tried to get closer because of

to see the prince up close became

curiosity. When Tom arrived at the door he was

even stronger. He was no longer

intercepted and pushed by the guards. The

aware of other palace visitors

guard said that poor people and beggars should

disappeared. Without realizing

be banned from the palace and get away. This

it, tom pressed his face against

23

the bars of the gate, he was so

is a picture of social stratification where the

slender that he almost slipped

classes appear.

through. Suddenly he felt a firm
hand grab his arm. “step back
beggar!” the guard yelled. “mind
your manners.
5

“Distance occurs in the community

Social stratification that happens in the society

grab his arm. “step back,

gap

by

will create social class gap. So it is divided into

beggar!”

yelled.

profession, education, and wealth. It

upper and lower class. The distance between

”Mind your manners.” The

creates the emergence of conflict

upper and lower class can be seen clearly. The

crowd laughed and pointed at

from various groups because of high

upper class has glamour lifestyle. While the

Tom.

social gap between subgroups of

lower class has miserable life. The rich people

called. “keep your distance,

people

will limit themselves to assemble with poor

beggar!” “Leave him alone!” the

background” (Nichol 190).

people. This is the gap that occurs in the

voice came from inside of the

“Someone is judged by how much

society because of social class. In the social

palace grounds. “How dare you

they benefit others and around, so

life there are some aspect that influenced the

insult

father’s

skilled and intelligent people are more

view and the treatment of an individual to

subjects? “The young prince

valued than someone who does not

others. The first factor that becomes the

“Suddenly he felt a firm hand Dialogue
the

“That’s

one

of

guard

right!”

my

they

11

which

who

is

distinguished

has

a

difference

24

rushed toward the gates to help

want to work and only begs to be a

reference in society is the different of wealth

Tom. He was furious. “Open the

beggar” (Hiroko Tamida 273).

level and occupation. It makes the society

gates and let him in! I will not

divided into some layers. Form a pyramid

stand by while anyone is treated

describing the gap in society. It can be seen

so roughly. The crowd stopped

that the bottom of pyramid is wider. It means

laughing and pointing.

that the people who fulfill is much more. It is
full of lower class people. They are from
slaves, poor people, farmer and so on.
Meanwhile, the top of pyramid is narrower. It
means only few people can occupy it. Those
people are rich people like king and so on. The
poor people often get bad treatment. The lower
people are from the uneducated-people,
beggars, homeless people, miserable farmer
and so on. It causes negative impact of social
stratification especially the lower people
because they are who have most miserable and
aggrieved. It is also described in the novel that

25

happen to Tom’s family again. Tom is a
beggar and his father is a pickpocket. They
often get bad treatment from others such as
bullying, physical violence, eviction that hurt
and pain them. Tom has ever been scolded and
evicted from the place where the poor people
may not be there. This is the example of bad
treatment that has been done by the upper class
to lower class.
6

“Everyone laughed even harder. Dialogue

“Social stratification that could be

Social stratification can cause criminality in

They all bowed before Edward.

occur in society is a distance emerge

society. The people from lower class who get

“Oh, Excuse us, your majesty”.

between upper and lower class where

bad treatment will feel unfair. They cannot

Someone pushed Edward and he

the lower is easy to get the bad

accept the bad treatment they get. So they want

fell down. How dare you touch

treatment” (Nichol 190).

to release their emotional to make problems on

21-22

me!” Edward was angry and

the street like criminality. The criminality can

confused. Why were they all

occurs because of the impact of social

laughing at him? He had never

stratification. In the quote above tells that the

been treated this way before.

most people who get bad treatment is people

26

Poor

Edward

to

who came from lower class. Although Edward

protest, but no one believed him.

is the prince from king henry everyone is

Instead,

kept

cannot recognize him. Just because Edward

laughing and showing him.

was wearing Tom's clothes. He is getting a

After a short while, the crowd

disorder

grew tired of their game. They

exchanged lives with Tom, Edward found a lot

no longer found it funny that this

of criminality experienced by his people.

the

continued

people

and

violence.

After

Edward

beggar claimed to be the prince.
Some turned away and left for
home. Others yelled at Edward
and showed him roughly.”
7

“Edward soon realized that Mr. Monologue 87-88

“Social stratification that could be

From the quote above, it can be seen that

Canty was old friends with this

occur in society is a distance emerge

criminality is easy to be found in there. The

group. He listened to their stories

between upper and lower class where

criminality occurs such as robbery, thieves and

of robberies and schemes. They

the lower is easy to get the bad

so on. Edward as son of the king learned a lot

talked about friends who had

treatment” (Nichol 190).

of things about the condition at that time. He

died, gone to jail, or worse. He

realized that the inequity is the rooted of

also learned that some of this

conflict that happens in society. The society is

27

group didn’t choose to become

divided into some classes because of social

thieves.

stratification.

They

simply

had

nowhere else turn when they lost
their farms. They blamed the
king, saying that King Henry
took their land but did not
provide jobs for them. They had
then tried begging in the street,
but they were arrested. It was
illegal to beg during the reign of
King Henry. They had families
to feed, so they turned to
robbery. Edward wondered if
these stories were true. Could his
father have done such a terrible
thing?”

